The force of radiation pressure on the free surface of a transparent liquid dielectric has been observed using focused pulsed laser light. Lt particles. " Figure 1 shows the apparatus for studying laser-induced lenses. Light is focused on the water surface from above and viewed from below with a microscope and scanning slit-detector
Abraham's value in agreement with other recent work.~Using p = U/cn they predict that light should exert a net inward force on a dielectric interface. They the reciprocal of the focal length of the ideal positive lens which best fits the observed beam shape. We see that the lens develops strongly hundreds of nanoseconds after the peak of the light pulse. At these times the light intensity, though weak, is adequate to study the lens shape.
We show that the time development of the lens and the surface displacement can only be reason- The p electroproduction reaction ep -epm's can be regarded as an inelastic electron scatter (e -ey*) followed by the virtual photoproduction of a p (y*p -pp) followed by the p decay (p-s'p ).
Quantities describing the electron scatter are q', the photon mass squared; e, the photon polarization; and s, the c.m. energy squared in the y*p collision. The p production is characterized by t', the four-momentum transfer squared to the proton less its smallest possible value (t and Q" the azimuthal angle between the electron scatter plane and the p production plane. The fina1. m'z system is described by its invariant ma, ss m, "; P, the azimuthal angle between the p production plane and the p decay plane; and 0, the p decay polar angle. The angle g-= Q, + Q is the angle between the electron scatter plane and the p decay plane in the limit t'-0. We use the same angle conventions as Dieterle. '
The experimental apparatus, which has been described elsewhere, ' consisted of a 1 95-GeV/c electron beam incident on a hydrogen target followed by a large-aperture magnetic spectrometer. The optical chambers were triggered by an array of shower counters each time an incident electron scattered more than 30 mrad from the beam with an energy E' + 4 GeV.
All of the film was measured by a flying-spot digitizer and selected samples were also measured by a conventional manual system. Scatteredd electrons were identified as tracks whose
